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Let H be the set of vertices of a tiling of the plane by regular hexagons of unit
area. There is a Pick-type formula which can be applied only to a restricted class
of polygons with corners in H. The main purpose of the paper is to give a Pick-type
formula applicable to arbitrary H-polygons. The setting is that of general oriented
polygons as introduced by Gru nbaum and Shephard.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
The classical theorem of Pick [9] gives the area of a planar simple lat-
tice polygon P in terms of the number of lattice points on the boundary
(P) and in the interior (int P) of P. In section 2 we give an analogous
formula for the area of any simple H-polygon, and extend it to general
H-polygons in section 3. We begin by giving a definition for an H-polygon
(following Gru nbaum and Shephard [6]), where an H-polygon is allowed
to have multiple intersections, overlapping sides, and which may ‘‘wrap
around’’ an area a multiple of times.
Let H (respectively, Q or T ) denote the set of vertices of a face-to-face
monohedral Archimedean tiling of the plane using regular hexagons
(respectively, quadrilaterals or triangles) of unit area (see [4]). For
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V # [H, Q, T], a primitive segment xy is a line segment in the plane whose
endpoints x and y are in V, but which contains no other points of V. Let
(v1 , v2 ,..., vn) be a finite sequence of points of V so that
(1) vi{vi+1 for each i (subscripts are always taken mod n),
(2) each line segment vivi+1 is primitive, and
(3) vi&1vi & vi vi+1=[vi] (So P has no ‘‘whiskers’’).
Then the union P of the n oriented primitive segments vi vi+1 is a
V-polygon. The points vi are the corners of P and the segments vivi+1 are
the sides of P. Different non-adjacent vi might actually represent the same
point of V. We identify P with the sequence of corners, and two sequences
which differ by a cyclic permutation are considered to be identical
V-polygons. Thus a V-polygon is an oriented closed curve, and adjacent
sides may be collinear.
The compliment of P consists of a finite number of disjoint connected
open regions in the plane. One of these regions (called the exterior of P)
is unbounded. Each of these regions U has a winding number |(U ) relative
to P (see [5] and [6] for details and see the generalized definition in
section 3 below), which intuitively measures the integer number of times
the curve P ‘‘winds around’’ region U in a counter-clockwise direction. The
unbounded region has winding number 0 and each other open region U
has a finite positive area which we denote by |A| (U ). As is usual, we define
the area of P to be the sum A(P)= |(U ) |A| (U ) taken over all such
bounded regions U. Thus the area of P may be positive or negative, A(P)
changes sign when the orientation of P is reversed, and a bounded region
surrounded by P contributes its (positive) area to the area of P with the
multiplicity of its winding number |(U ).
In the special case when the V-polygon P is a simple closed positively
oriented curve then its compliment has only one bounded region U (called
the interior of P), and |(U)=+1, so the number A(P) is non-negative and
is just the usual area |A|(P) enclosed by P. Such a P is called a simple
V-polygon and in this special case it is common to let P denote its bound-
ary, i.e., P denotes the (non-oriented) set of points on the oriented simple
closed curve P, and int P denotes the interior of P.
Let P(V ) denote the set of all simple V-polygons, and for P # P(V) let
b=b(P)=|V & P| and let i=i(P)=|V & int P|. Then n=n(P)=b+2i is
called the Pick number of P. Pick’s theorem for simple Q-polygons asserts
Theorem A (See [6]). The area of any P # P(Q) is given by
A(P)=n2&1. (1)
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Theorem B (see [1]). The area of any P # P(T ) is given by
A(P)=n&2. (2)
But the area of a simple H-polygon P # P(H) generally cannot be
expressed as a function of only the parameters b(P) and i(P). An additional
useful parameter (see [1] and [8] for further references) is the boundary
characteristic. The following definition, valid for any H-polygon, reduces to
the definitions of [1] and [2] in the special case when P is simple and thus
has a positive (counter-clockwise) orientation in the plane. Each vertex
x # H & P is incident to exactly 3 tiling edges of S, the set of edges of the
hexagonal tiling. The boundary characteristic c(x, P) counts the number of
these 3 tiling edges which extend locally to the right from P at x minus the
number which extend locally to the left from P at x. Thus reversing the
orientation of P would change the sign of c(x, P). Then the boundary
characteristic c=c(P) of P is defined as c=x # P & H c(x, P). In [2] Ding,
Kolodziejczyk and Reay gave this formula for the area of a limited class of
simple H-polygons:
Theorem C. The area of any P # P(H ) is given by
:(P)=n(P)4+c(P)12&1 (3)
provided P is the union of short primitive segments (those shown in Fig. 1
of length at most a10=3.77376..).
We say that a simple H-polygon P is mensurable if A(P)=:(P), that is,
if the area of P is given by (3). For example, the triangle 2wxy in
Figure 1 will be shown to be non-mensurable. If (3) is used to approximate
the area of a non-mensurable H-polygon, bounds on this approximation
error are given in [3]. The H-triangles that are mensurable and primitive
(i.e., |H & P|=3) are characterized in [7].
To calculate the area A(P) for every P # P(H) we define and use one
additional parameter which describes how the primitive segments in P meet
S. A primitive segment xy is called isotropic if there is a translation of R2
onto itself which maps H onto itself and x onto y. It is easy to see that the
3 tiling edges which leave each end of an isotropic segment leave in the
same three directions. For example, the primitive segments of lengths
a2 , a7 , and a11 shown in Figure 1 are isotropic while the others are not.
Suppose e # S is any edge of the tiling. If the angle between the line con-
taining e and the line containing xy is greater than ?3 we say that e is a
main tiling edge for xy, otherwise e is non-main for xy. For an isotropic seg-
ment xy, Em(xy ) will denote the set of main tiling edges for xy which inter-
sect the relative interior of xy, and En(xy) denotes the set of non-main e # S
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Figure 1
which meet the relative interior of xy. Obviously each end of an isotropic
segment xy meets exactly one main tiling edge, and the main edges at x
and y lie on the same side of xy. Now suppose the isotropic segment xy is
given an orientation from x toward y. We let $(xy )=+1 if the main edges
at x and y lie to the right of xy (as seen from x looking toward y ), and
let $(xy )=&1 if they lie to the left of xy. Then the edge characteristic
u(xy ) of the oriented primitive segment xy is defined as u(xy )=0 if xy is
not isotropic and
u(xy )=2$(xy )[|Em(xy )|&|En(xy )|]=&u( yx)
if xy is isotropic. The edge characteristic of any H-polygon P is the sum
u=u(P)= :
xy/P
u(xy),
where the orientation of each primitive xy in P is obtained from the orien-
tation of the closed curve P. Finally, the side characteristic of an H-polygon
is defined as s=s(P)=c(P)+u(P).
Note that reversing the orientation of P would change the sign of s(P).
Clearly the edge characteristic of each primitive segment of length less than
a11 is zero. Note that the side characteristic s is a measure of how the edges
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S of the hexagonal tiling meet the curve P, both at points of H (the bound-
ary characteristic c) and along segments between points of H (the edge
characteristic u).
The main result of the next section shows that the side characteristic
and the Pick number for a simple H-polygon P determine the area of P.
A similar result is given in [10] when P is in the 3.6.3.6 Archimedean tiling.
2. AREAS OF SIMPLE H-POLYGONS
All H-polygons in this section are assumed to be simple.
Theorem 1. The area of any simple H-polygon is
A(P)=n(P)4+s(P)12&1. (4)
Example. For triangle 2wxy in Fig. 1, it is clear that b=3 and i=2, so
n=7. Also u(xy )=2(&1)(2&1)=&2 and u( yw)=u(wx)=0 and c=
2+2+3=7. So s=(7+(&2))=5. Hence by (4) the area is A(2xyz)=
74+512&1=76 which is easily verified by direct calculation.
We begin the proof of the theorem with several lemmas.
Lemma 1. If P1 and P2 are both H-polygons whose intersection consists
only of a common path of consecutive primitive segments from their
boundaries (so that their union P=P1 _ P2 is also in P(H)), and if
P, P1 , P2 all have positive orientations, then
I. :(P)=:(P1)+:(P2)
II. u(P)=u(P1)+u(P2).
Proof. Suppose that P1 and P2 have k2 common boundary points
from H. Clearly
i(P)=i(P1)+i(P2)+k&2,
b(P)=b(P1)+b(P2)&2k+2,
and if x # H & P1 & P2 & int P then
c(x, P1)+c(x, P2)=0.
If x # H & P1 & P2 & P is one of the two end points of the path which
P1 and P2 have in common, then it is easy to see that each of the three
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edges of S that meet x contributes 1 more to the sum c(x, P1)+c(x, P2)
than to c(x, P) in every case. Hence
c(x, P)=c(x, P1)+c(x, P2)&3.
Statement I follows from the above and from the definition of :(P). Since
the primitive segments common to P1 and P2 are used with opposite orien-
tations, II follows from u(xy )=&u( yx). K
Let xy be a primitive segment. Let Pxy(H) denote the set of all H-polygons
each of which has xy as a side and all of its other sides have length at most
a10 . We denote by H+(xy, P) the closed halfplane determined by the line
containing xy in which there is a point z such that the triangle xyz/P, and
H&(xy, P) the complimentary closed half-plane.
Lemma 2. If P1 # Pxy(H ) and A(P1)=:(P1)+t for some real number t,
then
A(P2)=:(P2)+$t (5)
for every P2 # Pxy(H ), where $=+1 if H+(xy, P2)=H+(xy, P1), and
$=&1 if H+(xy, P2)=H &(xy, P1).
Proof. Given P1 # Pxy(H ) it is easy to construct P2 # Pxy(H ) with
P2/H&(xy, P1) so that int P1 & int P2=< and P1 & P2 is a path con-
taining xy as in Lemma 1. Then P=P1 _ P2 is simple and all sides have
length at most a10 . By Theorem C, P is mensurable, and (5) follows using
Lemma 1. Similar reasoning establishes (5) for any polygon in Pxy(H ). K
Lemma 3. If xy is a non-isotropic segment, then each P # Pxy(H ) is
mensurable.
Proof. Choose any P # Pxy(H ) so that P/H+(xy, P) and P & H &(xy, P)
=xy. Since xy is non-isotropic there is a rotation symmetry _ of H about the
midpoint of xy which interchanges x and y. From the symmetry of P and _P
we see that :(P)=:(_P) and A(P)=A(_P)=A(P _ _P)2. Clearly
P & _P=xy, and P _ _P is a simple polygon with short sides. Hence P _ _P
is mensurable by Theorem C. By Lemma 1, A(P _ _P)=:(P _ _P)=
:(P)+:(_P) and it follows that P is mensurable. By Lemma 2, each
P # Pxy(H ) is mensurable. K
Lemma 4. Let xy be an isotropic primitive segment and let xw and yv be
its main tiling edges at x and y (see Fig. 2). Then the area of parallelogram
xyvw (denoted by P) is given by
A(P)=:(P)+u(P)12. (6)
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Figure 2
Proof. The centers of all hexagons in the underlying tiling are called
auxiliary points of the tiling and are denoted as set C. The set C _ H forms
the vertices of an Archimedean tiling of the plane by equilateral triangles,
each of area 16. Thus Theorem B may be used to determine the area of
P once we determine values of the necessary parameters.
(1) The width of parallelogram P in the direction xw is the length of
the main tiling edge xw. Thus
i(P)=|H & int P|=|Em(xy )|+|Em(vw)|=2 |Em(xy )|.
(2) Since xy and wv are primitive segments, b(P)=|H & P|=4.
(3) Since xw is a main tiling edge for xy, the other two tiling edges
which meet x must both lie to the right of P (using the usual positive
orientation of P), and c(x, P)=2. Similarly for the other three corners of
P, so c(P)=8.
(4) |C & P|=0. Each point of C is the center of a rotational sym-
metry of the hexagonal tiling by angle ?. Since xy is isotropic, the midpoint
of xy cannot be in C. If some other point of xy were in C, then H would
meet the relative interior of xy, contradicting xy being primitive. So
|C & P|=0.
(5) We show |C & int P|=|En(xy)|+1. Since angles Mwxy and
Mxwv are both strictly between ?3 and 2?3, there must be exactly one
hexagonal tile with xw as a side and with center in the interior of P. Also
exactly one other edge of this hexagon is non-main for xy and meets either
xy or vw. A similar result holds for the yv end of P.
If p # (C & int P) is the center of a tile T which does not have xw or yv
as an edge, then it is easy to show that T has exactly two sides which are
non-main edges for xy and for vw and which meet either xy or vw. (See
tiles T in Fig. 2.) Also, if a non-main edge e # S meets the interior of either
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xy or vw, then it is easy to show that there is a unique hexagonal tile which
has e as a side and whose center is in the interior of P. It follows that
|C & int P|=(|En(xy )|+|En(vw)|+2)2=|En(xy )|+1.
Thus from Theorem B, the area of P is
A(P)=(n&2)6=(b+2[i+|C & int P|]&2)6
=(i+|En(xy )|+2)3
=i2+(|En(xy )|&|Em(xy )| )3+c12+(b4&1)
=([b+2i]4+c12&1)+u(xy )6
=:(P)+[u(xy)+u(vw)]12
=:(P)+u(P)12. K
Lemma 5. Let xy be a primitive segment and P # Pxy(H ). Then
A(P)=:(P)+u(P)12 (6)
Proof. If xy is non-isotropic then u(xy )=0 by definition and the result
follows from Lemma 3. If xy is isotropic we can construct a parallelogram
as in Lemma 4 which satisfies (6). From the rotational symmetry of the
parallelogram it is obvious that the triangles 2xyv and 2vwx have the same
area and the same parameters when they are both given the usual positive
orientation. So from Lemma 1, formula (6) is valid for 2xyv.
We may construct an H-polygon Y such that Y # Pxv(H ) and Y/
H&(xv, 2xyv). Let P1=Y _ 2xyv. Since xv is non-isotropic, u(Y)=0.
Triangle 2xyv and Y have only segment xv in common, but with an
opposite orientation, so u(P1)=u(Y )+u(2xyv). By Lemma 3, Y is men-
surable, so by Lemma 1,
A(P1)=A(Y )+A(2xyv)=:(Y )+:(2xyv)+u(2xyv)=:(P1)+u(P1).
Thus P1 # Pxy(H ) and formula (6) holds for P1 . Lemma 2 now shows (6)
holds for all P # Pxy(H ).
Lemma 6. A(P)=:(P)+u(P)12 for every P # P(H ).
Proof. First let P be a primitive triangle with boundary segments
xy, yv, vx. We may construct pair-wise disjoint H-polygons P1 # Pxy(H ),
P2 # Pyv(H ) and P3 # Pvx(H ) in the exterior of P whose union Y with P is
in P(H). Thus Y is mensurable by Theorem C. Since each polygon has a
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positive orientation, u(xy ) for P must be the negative of u( yx) for P1 , etc.
From Lemmas 5 and 1,
A(P)=A(Y )&_ :i=1, 2, 3 A(Pi )&
=:(Y )&_: :(Pi )+(u( yx)+u(vy )+u(xv))12&
=:(P)+[u(xy )+u( yv)+u(vx)]12
=:(P)+u(P)12
so (6) holds for every primitive triangle. But every general P # P(H ) may
be partitioned into primitive triangles and a similar argument shows (6)
holds for P. K
Proof of Theorem 1. It is clear from the definitions that
:(P)+u(P)12=n(P)4+s(P)12&1
so the theorem follows from Lemma 6. K
Corollary 7. A simple H-polygon is mensurable if and only if u(P)=0
3. AREAS OF GENERAL H-POLYGONS
Gru nbaum and Shephard [6] have generalized Theorem A of Pick to
the class of all Q-polygons. In this section Theorem 1 above (on simple
H-polygons) is similarly extended to the class of all H-polygons. We first
need to extend (and make precise) the definition of the winding number
|(x, R, P).
Given an H-polygon P and any point x # H, let R(x) be a ray (a closed
half-line with endpoint x) that is not parallel to any side of P and not
parallel to any edge of the hexagonal tiling. The winding index |(x, R, P)
is defined as the sum, taken over each meeting of P and R(x) at a point
y, of the following terms:
+1 if y{x and P crosses R(x) in a counter clockwise
direction (as seen from x).
&1 if y{x and P crosses R(x) in a clockwise direction.
0 if y{x and P is tangent to R(x) at y.
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+12 if y=x and P crosses R(x) at x from right to left.
&12 if y=x and P crosses R(x) at x from left to right.
+12 if y=x and P is a concordant tangent to the right of
R(x) at x, or P is a non-concordant tangent to the
left of R(x) at x.
&12 if y=x and P is a concordant tangent to the left of
R(x) at x, or P is a non-concordant tangent to the
right of R(x) at x.
Figure 3 shows each of these cases that contribute +12 or &12 to the
winding index |(x, R, P). The definition of winding index has a close and
interesting relation to the concept of index @(x, R, P) that Gru nbaum and
Shephard [6] use in their extension of Pick’s theorem. Reversing the signs
Figure 3
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on 12 in the last two parts of the definition would give the definition of
the index @(x, R, P) from [6]. Note that if x  P then the winding index
|(x, R, P) and the index @(x, R, P) of [6] are equal, and are just the usual
winding number of P at x. It is well known that for any component U in
the compliment of P, |(U )=|(x, R, P) does not depend on the choice of
the ray R(x) and is an invariant for all points x # U, which justifies the use
of this notation in the definition of the area function A(P) above.
We are now in a position to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. Let P be any H-polygon, and let R be any ray in the plane
that is not parallel to a side of P or to an edge of the hexagonal tiling. Then
the area of P is
A(P)=s(P)12+ :
x # H
|(x, R, P)2.
Thus this sum of the winding numbers does not depend on the choice of the
direction of the ray R.
Proof. Let P be any H-polygon, and let E be its set of sides. Let z # H
be a vertex of the hexagonal tiling so that z does not lie on any line deter-
mined by two points of H & P. For each side e=vjvj+1 # E, let Te denote the
non-degenerate simple positively oriented H-triangle [vj , vj+1 , z]. We call
corners vi , vi+1 , and z the sharp corners of Te . The other non-sharp corners
of Te lie in the relative interior of zvi or zvj+1 . Then A(Te) is the usual
positive area of triangle Te . Let *(e)=+1 if the orientation of side e in Te
agrees with the orientation of e as a side of P, and *(e)=&1 otherwise. It
is well known that the area of P is given by
A(P)=: |(U ) A(U )= :
e # E
*(e) A(Te). (7)
Apply the results of the last section to each simple triangle Te .
A(P)= :
e # E
*(e)[n(Te)4+s(Te)12&1]
= :
e # E
*(e)[b(Te)4+i(Te)2+c(Te)12
+u(Tc)12&1]. (8)
Many terms of (8) will immediately cancel or simplify as follows.
(1) We are free to choose z, which is a sharp corner of each triangle
Te , sufficiently far from P and in the direction opposite of ray R so that for
each Te :
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(a) the boundary characteristic c(z, Te) is always +3.
(b) each side zvj of Te is almost collinear with R(vj ).
Note that for each term in (8), the 3 sharp corners vj , vj+1, and z of
triangle Te contribute 34 to b(Te)4, and c(z, Te)12 contributes 312, so
these are exactly canceled by the &1 term.
(2) Suppose x is a non-sharp corner in the boundary of some Te .
Then x is also a non-sharp corner in the boundary of a neighboring
triangle Tf based on an edge f # E which is adjacent to e. If *(e)=&*( f )
then the boundary characteristics c(x, Te) and c(x, Tf ) are equal. If
*(e)=*( f ) then c(x, Te)=&c(x, Tf ). In either case these terms cancel each
other in the sum (8). With similar reasoning all terms of the form u(zvj )
cancel in pairs in the sum (8). Also *(e)=&1 precisely when the orienta-
tion of side e in Te is the opposite orientation of e in P. Therefore
:
e # E
*(e) u(Te)= :
e # E
*(e) u(e, Te)= :
e # E
u(e, P)=u(P).
Thus (8) reduces to
A(P)=u(P)12+ :
e # E
*(e)[b(e)4+i(Te)2]
+ :
e # E
*(e)[c(vj , Te)+c(vj+1 , Te)]12, (9)
where vj and vj+1 are the ends of side e, and b(e) denotes the number of
non-sharp corners in the boundary of Te .
Suppose x is a non-sharp corner of the two adjacent triangles Te and Tf .
Then x contributes +1 to b(Te) and to b(Tf ). If *(e)=&*( f ) then these
contributions to (9) cancel each other. If *(e)=*( f ) then the path ef con-
tributes *(e) to the winding index |(x, R, P), because z was chosen to be
far from P in a direction very close to the direction opposite of ray R.
Suppose x is an interior point of Te . Then because of the choice of z,
the ray R(x) meets the relative interior of the side e of triangle Te , so e
contributes *(e) to the winding index |(x, R, P). Thus e # E *(e)_
[b(e)2+i(Te)] represents all the +1 and &1 terms in the definition of
x # H |(x, R, P).
The last summation in (9) may be recognized as the sum, taken over all
corners vj of P, of *(e) c(vj , Te)+*( f ) c(vj , Tf ), where e and f are the two
sides of P which meet at vj . Using the same reasoning found in Lemma 1,
it is easy to show that in every case, *(e) c(vj , Te)+*( f ) c(vj , Tf )=
c(vj , P)+3}, where }=+1 for the cases shown in Fig. 3a and }=&1 for
the cases shown in Fig. 3b. Thus e # E *(e)[c(vj , Te)+c(vj+1 , Tc)]12
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represents c(P)12 plus all the +12 and &12 terms of each | in the
definition of x # H |(x, R, P)2. Making these substitutions in (9) and
recalling that the side characteristic s(P)=u(P)+c(P) we get A(P)=
s(P)12+x # H |(x, R, P)2 and the theorem is proved. K
Example. Returning to the example at the beginning of section 2, we
showed that s(P)=5 for the triangle P=2wxy in Figure 1. Clearly
|(z, R, P)=0 for every z # H in the exterior of P, and |(z, R, P)=1 for
each of the two interior points of P, regardless of how the ray R was
chosen. Now suppose that R is chosen so that R(w) meets the midpoint of
segment xy. Then |(w, R, P)=1&12. Since sides xy and yw lie to the
right of R( y ) and the tangency is not concordant, |( y, R, P)=&12.
Since sides wx and xy lie to the left of R(x) and the tangency is concor-
dant, |(x, R, P)=&12. Thus by Theorem 2,
A(P)=512+(1+1+12&12&12)2=76,
as was seen in the earlier example. This example shows that if x # P & H is
a corner of P, then the winding index |(x, R, P) depends on the choice of
the ray R, even though the sum x # P & H |(x, R, P) does not depend on
the choice of R.
Perhaps similar elegant formulas exist for generalized V-polygons P for
other Archimedean tilings.
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